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" DeVere Anderson agreed that the 
funding problem needs to be solved." 11 We 
a strong economy with continued creation of 
the same time enhancing our living environ-
2. To what extent does the Legislature need to provide 
funding for regional scale public works, as Senator Mc-
Corquodale s SB 2391 proposes? None of the witnesses dis-
to 
revenues, many disputed the 
government to allocate the money. Also, 
recommended any new revenue sources, 
lation to lower the voter approval 
obligation bonds to a majority vote. 
and to create incentives for 
those goals. 
government 
and environmental quality goals 
local governments to achieve 
Legislature establish a 
or a revolving fund authority to 
based on an incentive program aimed 
state's economic goals. But Dwight stan-
California Cities' preference is 
local governments the authority 
than money itself. John Gamper 
Farm "opposes any effort to authorize 
or authority for any regional form of gov-
without a two-thirds vote of the affected elect-
being made the area of 
that 80% of the state's 
more sales taxes to finance lo-
ects. Despite this progress, Mark 
to fill a $20 billion shortfall in 
six-county SCAG region. He added that 
11 not solve the problem." Pisano 
transportation expenditures must be linked 
In the San Diego region, Ken Sulzer 
lion shortfall in unfunded facil-
needed for transportation. 
the Legislature and Governor focus 
school facilities shortfall." But 
Committee members against approaching 
growth management single issue or "vertical government" 
and argued for integrating local land use planning with en-
vironmental goals and transportation. 
• 
• 

resentation of 
lyn G i feld 
President, MJG Inc. 
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Senate Local Government Committee 
Interim Hearing on the Subject Matter of SB 2391/SCA 51 
"Paying for Growth: But At What Price?" 
Tues , November 27, 1 
1:30- 4:30p.m. 
To , this Committee has convened to discuss California's 
approach to financing needed regional facilities that serve 
growth in more than one community, and more specifically, Senator 
McCorquodale's approach to this pr lem in SB 2391/SCA 51, known 
as the Regional Fiscal Aut rities Act of 1 
The staff background report r this aring wisely notes 
t t it i d icult o consider the issue of regional 
infrastructure financing indepen ntly, as it is intertwined with 
several other thorny problema that the state is facing. Since 
Proposition 13, the state and local governments are ing a 
shortage of funds for basic services and tremendous backlog of 
needed infrastructure for local, regional and state needs. Local 
ernments have tri to make up a part of t ficit through 
selecting and encouraging land velopment projects with a 
positive local revenue stream, sometimes allowing t 
1 
1 mp 
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imes 
incorporat 
use 
b of a 
ot r effects 
ing, no t 
t g l of 
latte 
ire to 
its 
growth 
have 
ease in 
I am 
your 
you need to 
i e deb ing this b ll i regiona 
infrast ur ci g. 
, we assisted t League a i rnia 
c v ors As c at 0 rnia in 
design g 0 l c es and count 0 the 
types f g th c rol or management measures t y 
enact Responses were received from all 58 counties and of 
all t e . 1 with t financial assistance of t Lincoln 
Institute of Land Policy and others, we embarked on a detailed 
anal is f that survey ta, in trying to un rst the 
conditions un r ich local governments enact growth control or 
management measures, and the effects of these measures on growth 
in era and affordable housing production in particular. 
Our deta led findings are included in two documents 1 and are 
pending rmal lication this year. While I cannot go into 
tail of ou major findings are: 
l . Enactment of local growth control or man t measures in 
1 Gli ld, Madelyn, Levine, Ned, Re ationship 
Between Local Growth Controls and Production of Affordable 
Housing: A Cali rnia Case Study", in Regulatory Impediments to 
the Development and Placement of Affordable Housing, Proceedings 
of a Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Policy Research and 
Insurance, Committee on Banking, Finance and U an Affairs, House 
of resentatives, August 2, 1990, Serial No. 101-153, U.S. 
Government Printing Office, Washington D.C.; See also Glickfeld 
and Levine, " New Land Use Regulation Revo ion: 
Cali rnia's Local Jurisdictions Enact Growth Control and 
t Measures" (Dra ) in Evaluating Local and State Growth 
Management Programs: What Can We Learn From Experience?, 
Proceedin of a Conference, The Lincoln Institute of Land 
Policy, Cambridge, Massachusetts, July 27, 1990 
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Cal 0 has r e as few years at an accelerating 
rate. About 72 responding local urisdictions reported 
t t grow con rol r management 
mea sur ies an all counties. 
asure i tua y every egion of the 
state, a with the most types of measures 
ena e d t a and sout rn 
coas a ies oun i g Sacramento County. 
2. T c gr th management measures are 
enacted ernments themselves, with less than 14% of 
al thr t in tiative process. 
3. k 1 e s ted or had pending 
an 0 u 0 h control or management 
me as s uni rmly by all 
b more than 29% of 
X s e patterns or 
ment. We called one of those 
t 0 H It included t e 
ed policies 0 ordinances requiring 
quate r $ water or sewer 
ap eiving approval. 29.3% of all 
ur 1 enacted s measures for residential 
ro di (108 e enacted them for 
comme r n t p jec s. Jurisdictions with 
esi 1 
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te nf as ructure cont also tend to enact 
this same approach for commercial/industrial projects. 
cal ju isdict on inistrato s o tell us the 
r t ar i ular ki o measures. For those 
ju isd cti s ting me ures to control resi al h, 
he most frequent reasons given were, in order, " preserve 
y 0 li educe traffic, ress sewer capacity 
limitat ons and address water capacity limitations. For those 
j i d ODS ing measures to control commercial development 
t same r r asons were most frequently given, with traffic 
concerns outstripping ral quality of life concerns. Thus 
infrastructure limitations are a main concern of local 
governments enacting growth measures. 
5. e is no relationship between the rate of growth at the 
loca level and t enactment of growth control measures; the 
jurisdictions enacting measures are not specifically responding 
to owth t t t are receiving. However, there is a strong 
relationship over time between a surge in t level of non-
resi tial construction activity on the state and regional level 
and t number of measures enacted in all local jurisdictions 
three years later. , enactment of local owth control and 
nt meas res appear to be a local response to regional 
h rat r t th in any particular city. In addition, 
t motivati r growth controls appears to come from surges in 
ols 
re 
d, 
13 
appears o be a re ationship betwee nactment of growth 
measures and enactment of various measures to stimulate the 
f a 1 us ng. Jurisd ct ons ith five or 
mo measures enacted e significant! more active 
i c t p grams en jur sdictio s one to four 
measures, and the latter e more incentives than urisdictions 
with no growth control measures enacted. 
9. On the other hand, while jurisdictions that have growth 
measures tend to take separate actions to encourage affordable 
housing jurisdictions that restrain growth most strenuously 
thro t imposition of set caps on housing unit permits 
generally do not exempt affordable housing projects from such 
caps; only twenty of forty-nine do give such exemptions. 
10. Jurisdictions with growth controls do not produce a 
significantly lower proportion of their fair share of affordable 
housing than jurisdictions without growth controls. The sad fact 
is t t all jurisdictions are doing an equally poor job at this, 
but enactment of growth measures is not one of the causative 
ctors behind this poor record. 
I thi these findings are pertinent to your debate for several 
asons. F rst, ile there are lots of jurisdictions that are 
0 tely concerned about the adequacy of in tructure, 
particularly regional infrastructure that they have no direct 
r 
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l r, a significant minority of jurisdictions are 
assure that developments do not occur without adequate 
e at some level. Second, the rate of growth has not 
icantly affected, to date, by the enactment of growth 
s indicates to me that either the measures that are 
ly not designed to curb overall growth, or that 
edistribut from enacting jurisdictions to non-
ons. i , and perhaps most importantly, 
a response to statewide and regional 
ems associat with that growth, including 
nfras ructure. Fourth, infrastructure capacity is perhaps the 
t ason local governments are enacting growth 
t measures. All of these factors indicate a 
management planning and infrastructure 
i coordinated way and at a larger than local 
le's bill represents a powerful approach 
ture inancing of the problem that addresses 
tinent regional issues. However, while the 
is billed as a money raising and money 
ty, it is, in reality also a regional planning 
eally paying enough attention to how that 
e,the relationship between the authority and 
t regional planning, insuring that the 
ities are properly qualified and funded to do 
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regiona lanning and most importantly reso ving land use and 
public wo s conflicts between individual public agencies within 
the region. In Section 722.3 (b) the aut rity is given the 
cr o enter into agreements w t enti es t specify 
Ian use practices that the local agency agrees to llow as a 
b), prior to condition r recei ing money. In Section 54722. 
levying development fees for transportation facilities, the 
aut rity must prepare a plan or study analyzing the traffic 
patterns likely to result from development and their impact on 
t regional transportation system. The plan needs to address 
both transit enhancements and changes to land use practices to 
offset the regional transportation impacts of expected new 
development. Similar requirements for planning are included in 
Section 54722.6 (b) authorizing water quality levies, and in 
Section 54722.8 (b) authorizing reallocation of property and 
sales tax. Strangely, no planning is required for the taxes it 
may levy under Article 7, for schools, open space, and housing 
near jobs. 
It is my personal opinion that the State ought not back into 
regional planning and growth management in this way. We ought to 
decide the best way to manage growth that is larger than local. 
We perately need to find a way to resolve land use border wars 
between local agencies and insure that infrastructure priority 
conflicts (my freeway or your rail project) and siting conflicts 
on key public works are resolved in a fair way. We need to use 
that kind of growth management plan to persuade the voters to 
- 16 -
uppor he ind of levies that are necessary to implement the 
plans with adequate and safe infrastructure. That in fact is the 
on y way t t voters have been willing to support recent 
countywi special gas and sales tax elections to finance 
ransportation infrastructure. A countywide growth management 
plan is developed and the improvements to be financed are 
identi i be re t voters are asked to authorize funding. 
So, while SB 2391/SCA 51 provides a good model for financing 
infras ruct e, it s not really deal with the other three 
essential problems--(1) how to plan what regional infrastructure 
to finance and how to set priorities for funding, (2) how to 
insure that state investments in infrastructure are complementary 
t and not in conflict with regional and local plans and (3) how 
re t local fiscal incentives for local fiscal zoning and 
use bo r wars which may conflict with regional 
in ture plans. The issues addressed by SB 2391/SCA 51 are 
puzzle. If the Legislature acts on this issue, 
so in the context of the other pieces of the 
t legislature does address these other problems and 
me s to finance regional infrastructure, is SB 2391/SCA 
only way to go? Not necessarily. The legislature could 
expl ways to encourage more "voluntary regionalism" through 
join powers agreements, compacts and other devices which allow 
cities counties and other public agencies to join together to 
- 17 -
address particular needs that exceed local boundaries. These 
kinds of arrangements are probably more comfortable for local 
government to accept since they are extensions of practices that 
have long been in effect and have recently been expanding. 
Howe e as n er f ssues t requi larger t local 
action increase, the transaction and time cost o creating these 
separate institutional arrangements increases, and the ability of 
local governments and others to sustain participation decreases. 
own experience as a Coastal Commissioner sitting on several 
different regional boards makes me wonder how far we can get in 
continuing these ad hoc regional arrangements. 
- 18 -
July 1990 
Project Hits Halfway Mark 
This is a mid-year progress report to 
the of Bay Vision 2020 - the 
government conveners and the 
Regional Issues Forum, which was 
created by the Bay Area Council and 
the Greenbelt Alliance. 
rhr-n111oh its yearlong assign-
ment, the Commission has: 
" Met twice a month for fuli afternoon 
meetings, with an exceptionally high 
rate of interest and attendance; 
• Heard presentations and held discus-
sions on a broad range of regional 
issues (summarized below); 
" Developed a general work plan in 
which the first part of the year is 
used to develop a common 
base of and understand-
'-v'"~-''"'"' issues affecting 
the Transportation 
Commission the Bay Area Air 
Management District 
(BAAQMD), and the Bay Conservation 
and Commission 
A real estate transfer tax was 
Dr<)D<)Se~d to finance the new agency. 
Mr. Knox said that the climate for 
re)uona! governance has changed -
pr<)blerrls of transportation, 
etc., have and the public 
understands L~is. 
Lewis Butler, president of California 
Tomorrow. 
Mr. Butler depicted California's popula-
tion in the next 20 to 30 years: we will 
all be members of "minority" groups. 
In the past decade, the Asian, Black, 
and Hispanic population of the Bay 
Area increased by about 600,000 
persons. It is forecast that by the year 
2030, about percent of Bay Area 
residents will be Asian, about 25 
oer·cer1t Hispanic, about 8 percent 
and the remaining 41 percent 
nnn-Hisnanic white. 
the Bay Area, and in which the 
remainder of the year will be used in 
seeking Commission consensus on 
goals for the Bay Area and on ways 
to achieve them; 
" Helped, through press coverage and 
public attendance at its meetings, to 
create a broader understanding on 
where current trends are ieading the 
Bay Area and of both the possibilities 
and difficulties in choosing different 
directions. 
Commission membership has re-
mained unchanged from its appoint-
ment last December with one excep-
tion: The Rev. Ron Swisher of 
Richmond resigned because of a 
transfer to work in Sacramento and 
the Rev. Chester 
Richmond. 
The Commission must exot<lre 
these mean for 
whites continue to abandon c1t1es 
for suburbia, what wm this mean for 
the inner for for 
housing prices, and for protection of 
open space? 
Revan Tranter, executive director of 
the Association of Area Govern-
ments (ABAG). 
Mr. Tranter described ABAG's regional 
plan calling for city-centered growth. It 
worked reasonably well until Proposi-
tion 13 was passed in 1978, shifting 
revenue from property tax to sales tax. 
As a result, local interest in housing 
development took a back seat to the 
tremendous competition among local 
governments for sales tax revenue. 
Although growth in the Bay Area is 
somewhat slower than in other parts of 
the state, the Bay Area is expected to 
grow by a half a million people in the 
1990s. Mr Tranter said ABAG is on 
record as favoring a comprehensive 
He said that local governments are 
a!.~rt<>r! to act and we cannot 
them to cooperate voluntarily in 
regional outlook. 
council's three goals are: to 
reconcile land-use and transportation 
decision making, to bring housing 
closer to jobs, and to implement land-
use at a regional level. The 
housing commercial densities we 
have created ensure that transit will not 
in long commutes, 
deteriot-ating air quality, and transpor-
tation he added. 
Michael McGill executive director of 
the Bay Area Economic Forum (formed 
ABAG and the Bay Area Council). 
elsewhere for opportunities. 
areas. 
Area cannot have a static 
He satd that continued 
is needed to make 
S-'7 percent annual 
areas 
is built to serve 
are created, but in the 
lluu"'"-"• leading 
and 
Neal Pierce. nationally-syndicated 
on urban and issues & 
of a Seattle Times series on 
in Sound area. 
. Pierce said that California is not 
alone in the metropoiitan-area growth 
crisis. Throughout the nation's metro-
areas there rush 
space 
He described state land-use 
multi-
such as 
those used the Twin Cities Metro 
Council in Minnesota and Portland's 
Metro agency to help manage grmvth 
in those areas. 
California. once has now 
fallen far behind many other states in 
its land-use planning. He 
exhorted the Commission to develop a 
form tailored to the Bav Area. a new 
regional governance st~cture with an 
independent tax base capable of 
coordinating single-purpose agencies. 
He said the state has a key role to play 
in making metropolitan restructuring 
possible - local government cannot 
do it on its own. He urged commis-
sioners to seek commitments from the 
gubernatorial candidates to work for 
growth managmem at the state level. 
Carol Whiteside, mayor of Modesto 
and chairperson of the growth man-
agement committee of the League of 
California Cities. 
Mayor Whiteside said that Modesto's 
population has tripled in the last 14 
vears. fueled principally by Bay Area 
~orkers who cannot afford to live any 
closer to their jobs The average house 
costs $129.000 in Modesto, compared 
to more than double that in the Bay 
Area. At worst, Modesto is trading farm 
land for air pollution, congestion. 
continued 011 page 3 
The Commission is to arrive at 
conclusions and recommendations 
the end of 1990. Whatever 
consensus can be achieved in the 
Bav Area will be conveyed to the 
ne~ Governor inaugurated in 
january 1991. and to the legislature 
that will convene then. 
The Commission has scheduled 
meetings throughout the year for 
everv second and fcmrth Monday 
of th~ month, from 2 pm to 6 pm. 
Leads Study 
2020 has at its helm Mike 
who for the past 10 years has 
been the chancellor of the University 
of California Berkeley. 
As 1, he is stepping down as 
chancellor and beginning a year-long 
sabbatical, during which time Bay 
Vision 2020 will be his principal focus. 
·'Our goal is to help forge the partner-
ships and to devise the strategies 
needed to assure that the Bay Area will 
continue to be the special place it is 
now, .. said Chancellor Heyman. 
of law and of city 
planning, he was selected 
studv after several months 
and ,discussions by a joint 
of Bay Vision 
Conveners and members of the 
Regional Issues Forum. 
Chancellor Heyman has written numer-
ous articles and papers in the areas of 
civil constitutional law, land use 
metropolitan government, 
environmental law, and 
management and affirmative action. 
The meetings, which are open to 
the public, are held in the Metro-
Center Auditorium. 101 8th St. in 
Oakland. 
Santa Clara County Supervisor Rod 
Diridon, currently the chair of 
MTC, will speak on july 9. At 4:30 
pm the Bay Vision 2020 Conveners 
will that meeting - the first 
time since installing the Commis-
sioners December. 
Vision 2020 Progress Report 
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Lawrence D. Dahms. executive 
director of MTC. 
Mr. Dahms said his agency is engaged 
act among often-
coJmj:letin~ interests such as the 
increased mobility versus 
concerns. This need to 
u.cu.a.u .... c; is a result of the rapid popula-
arr"'"' n in the area. 
MTC is looking to BV 2020 to assist in 
de'velop:tn~ a plan to integrate trans-
,...,.,..,.,.,.;,..,., with many of the region's 
is a key determinant in 
To date, federal funding 
,....,.,r,v,,n,,t1 primarily for 
1on.w"'v construction. Enabling that 
be directed toward transit 
a incentive 
in shaping new transportation alterna-
tives. 
MTC's tasks is to improve air 
in the Area to meet both 
"The fragmented 
of resource 
makes 
environmental 
for the 
difficult ... " 
-Scott Me Creary 
Environmental Consultant to BV 2020 
state and federal standards. To accom-
vehide miles traveled will 
have be reduced by one-
orcllected mileage for 1997 . 
._,vvn••:o:; a plan to achieve 
also is working to 
regional trans-
within constraints of 
,._,,.,,..~.r,.r~ ._ .......... '"'' dwindling 
financial resources, and a lack of policy 
direction as to where and how regional 
should be directed. 
Scott consultant to BV 
lecturer in the Department of 
""'·ri•u·"""'' Architecture at U.C. 
KP1rKPIPv and an environmental policy 
addressed the topic of 
ad•dlti;on of one million 
Area will mean for 
and water. 
tra:gm.ented nature of resource 
local entities. u""'"''v'•" 
water and sewage treatment 
capacity may the 
ries. 
LA 2000. Those recommendations 
in dude 
great crossroad. 
for 
creation 
of Bav Vision there is a northern 
counterpart to these efforts. 
Milton Felids1teiln, 
on land-use '"'"''·'""J' 
and the economy. 
In meet 
1 -
~'U'JI!JI!ULiiLIUU,..:J>..:>'JO,.J,. ... Assembles Information, Insights and Ideas (cont'd) 
wnlimwdfmm fJtlf{l' .1 
the federal standards 1987. These 
standards were not met: and in fact the 
is now even more 
uu11cun due to the more stringent state 
1997. Feldstein 
terms of dollars and in terms of 
clean 
He commended the commission on its 
interest in education. and said that 
while educational reform is cruciaL it 
involves state :.md national issues that 
cannot be addressed within a region. 
Larry Orman. executive director of 
the Greenbelt Alliance. 
In evaluating alternatives for the 
region. he the commission to 
a set and goals for 
each \vhich would evaluate the 
proposed alternative. 
necessary a 
structure will vary 
alternative selected. 
Richard LeGates. r.n·,}p·~c;>r of urban 
studies at San Franusco State University. 
Dr LeGates a report entitled 
Housing Issues" for the 
Commission. With the median home 
in the region now at S260.000, 
is a critical issue 
lower-income residents. 
To support mass transit and to prevent 
suburban sprawl into prime agricul-
tural lands and open space, housing 
densities in the current urban areas 
need to be increased, he said. 
Special Meeting, March 12 - The 
Commission members used this 
meeting to discuss the information 
received thus far and to reflect on the 
work ahead. Some of the following 
ideas/ comments were mentioned by 
several commissioners and some by 
one or two members: 
• Growth in California will continue; 
the only question is how well we 
will plan to accommodate it. 
• Sustainability should be the main 
characteristic of the future Bay Area 
economy. We are running out of 
healthy and productive land (and of 
healthy air and water). The automo-
bile and fossil fuels will not be 
around in another 55 years. 
• At the same time, we need a society 
with durability, resilience. a mini-
mum of social tension, and no 
political or economic apartheid. 
• We need to look beyond what is not 
working today and plan for 30 years; 
we need something more stable than 
a regional general plan that must be 
revised every five years like city and 
county general plans. 
• The way we govern ourselves now is 
like having clothes for a child of five. 
When the grows into adoles-
cence the clothes no longer fit. We 
need to find new clothes. 
• The problem today is lack of com-
munity, a sense of community 
identity. We elect people where we 
live, bur that may not be where we 
work or or go for recreation. 
Bay Vision 2020 Progress Report 
.. 
Bav Vision 2020 Commission consists 
, 1f 32 members from all parts of the nine-
Bay Area. Its membership ret1ects 
of 
and Alliance. 
nrnrrns.•"on Chair is Ira Michael Heyman. 
Professor of Law. Boalt HalL Berkeley. 
Vice-chairs are A.W. Clausen. 
Conservation Corps, and Richard Rios. 
director of the San Jose 
\p"·pir>~vn;ont Corporation. 
of 
Sara Conner. Bay 
Lea~ue 
Paul De Falco, jr., jimner regional 
director olthe Fnvironmental Protection 
Agencv and president of the Bay Area 
League of Women Voters. 
Hearst Building 
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Yvette del Prado. superintendent 
Cupertino Union School District. 
Armando F. Flores. superintendent of the 
Bellevue Union School District in 
Sonoma 
Garcia. area l'ice president 
Bell. 
Gloria S. Gee. Gus 
and Electric. 
David L Goodman, l'lce president of 
public ajfairs and marketing serz'icesfor 
Clorox Corp., Oakland. 
S. Reid Gustafson. president of the 
Northern (,alifornia Division ofShea 
Homes. 
Handel executive director of the 
Countv Farm Bureau and the Napa 
Grape Growers Association. 
Aileen C. Hernandez, urban consultant, 
San Francisco. 
James C. Honnet ofEquidex. 
Inc .. San Francisco 
Melvin B. lane, chainnan of the Lane 
Puh/ishinP, Company .. l!enlo Park. 
Glenn H. Larnerd. t•ice president, GPD. 
and site P,eneral manager of IBM. 
Lynette jung Lee, executiue director of the 
East Bay Asian Development Corp., 
Oakland. 
BAY 
VISION 
2020 5 Third Street, Room 608 San Francisco, CA 94103 
Progress Report 
Robert A. Mang, president of the 
Greenbelt Alliance. 
J. David Martin, president of the Martin 
Group, land developers. Emeryville. 
David L Nichols. former cou ntv mana.ger 
Mateo 
Martin management consultant, 
San Francisco. 
Robert H. Power, chairman of the Nut 
'Vacauille. 
David M. Reiser, nre•<;ident 
Clara and San Benito 
Council. 
Martin]. Rosen. president of the Trust for 
Public Land. 
Dwight C. Steele, vice president of Save 
San Francisco Bay Association. 
Geraldine F. Steinberg, president of 
Ens hallah Developments and former Santa 
Clara County supervisor. 
Chester Toilette, pastor of the Davis 
Chapel Christian Methodist Episcopal 
Church in Richmond. 
Scott F. Wylie. director of 
communications for Raychem Corp. 
Beth Wyman, former mayor and council 
member of Morgan Hill and grants 
coordinator for housing and community 
development for Santa Clara Counw 
Floor • 
BEFORE 
POPULATION THE SOUTHERN CAliFORN REGION COULD REACH 17.1 to 
20.2 MI BY THE YEAR 2010. CQM4ENSUAATE WITH TtUS GROWTH IN 
RESIDENTS, NUMBER Of HOUSING UNITS COULD EQUAl 7.2 TO 8.1 
MILLION AND JOBS TOTAL 8.7 TO 9.3 MilliON. WHILE THE POTENTIAL 
FOR EXPANDING THE REGION 1S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS THE MOST TOUTED 
ADVANTAGE TO GROWTH, THERE ARE A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS ON 
THE EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE WHICH REQUIRE CONSIDERAHON .. 
SOUTHERN CAliFORNIA IS THE FASTEST GROWING REGION THE WORLD. 
TIONS FOR 
TAN 
ABI MEET 
EVALUATE THEIR OP-
EMPlOYMENT AND MOVE AWAY FROM THE METROPOLI-
THE SUBREGIONS. THERE A GROWING PROBLEM WITH OUR 
DEMAND SERVICES FROM LIMITED AND, OR OWIN-
DLI RESOURCES. TRANSPORTATION!) AIR QUAliTY, WATER SUPPlY, WATER 
QUALITY, WASTEWATER TREATI4ENT, SOliD WASTE, HAZARDOUS WASTEs 
ENFORCEMENT, HEAlTH CARE AND 
SOCIAL SERVICES$ WHICH ARE All IMPORTANT ElEMENTS OF lOCAL AND 
REGIONAl DEVELOPMENT, ARE AfFECTED. FOR 
8Hl W Seventh Strt>~t, 121h ~loor e Los Angeles. CA 900! u 
. 
. 
MDTIICIIi!! 
ill1'0<1~01~*'~'~1eiffiU 
236~1800 111 ~AX (213) 236-182:; 
• 
• 
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FINANCING OUT THE RE-
GIONAL PLANS WE ADOPTED. WE MUST COUPLE GROWTH MANAGEMENT WITH FACILITIES. 
s TRANSPORTATION EX-
Z'V\rl.l"inlc:K.l< AND COUNTY AOMIN-
t ALONG WITH THE 
MANAGEMENT ASPECTS AND MARKET MECHANISMS Of THE MOBILITY AND 
AIR QUAliTY PLANS. THERE IS A NEED FOR ADDITIONAl AUTHORITIES TO BE USED BY 
GOVERNMENTS TO ADDRESS THE CONCERNS OF GROWTH AND IT 1S COSTS. IT IS THE 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE'S OBJECTIVE TO PROVIDE INPUT TO THE LEGISLATURE THIS SESSION 
ON THE GROWTH MANAGEMENT AND fiNANCING ISSUES THAT WE fACE. 
THANK YOU. 
MARK PISAN0 5 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
SOUTHERN CALifORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS 
818 WEST SEVENTH STREET. 12TH FLOOR 
ANGELES, FORNIA 90017 
CONTACT: EDELEN~ PRINCIPAL GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS OFFICER 
(213) 236-1870 
JOW'fiiUUI e&LIIO.!'tlll 
~iltn0ftot6CW"¥t•nt 
S18W.SeventhStreet,12th Floor • Los Ange!es.CA 90011·3435 c (213)236-1800 • FAX(2i3)236·1825 
worse 
was not 
s 
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Several of the study's recommendations address ways to ameliorate the "fiscalization of 
received wide review during the 
to describe them here. 
study's fundamental that the County is 
than cities, also underscored reason why 
County-provided regional services. 
our Growth Management Program we are investigating the need 
for regional services. 
Attached to the written copies of my presentation is a memorandum listing the types of 
regional under review at SANDAG and the amounts of the projected shortfalls 
identified to date. 
Revenues Advisory Committee is studying ways to refine these figures and 
pay for the agreed upon needs. 
You can see that the table on page one of the memo lists some County-provided services 
-- services that also receive state funding. 
Regional development impact fees might be recommended as one way to pay for at least 
part of our regional facilities needs. 
and the effects on housing affordability of imposing a regional fee 
are results of the analysis will be available December. 
Then, by arraying it along with the other sources that will be used to pay for regional 
facilities, the Committee will be able to make a judgment about the feasibility and 
a development fee. 
In conclusion, me again state that, in the San Diego region, at least, we concluded that 
weaker fiscal position is the most important reason for the 
"fiscalization of land use" and one of the reasons why we are investigating the need for 
more money regional public facilities. 
Of course, none of this is news to you. But we believe our work in the San Diego region 
is good analytical evidence that your Committee's emphasis on this subject is correct; and 
that the should concentrate on County and local government funding as a 
important issues. 
Thank you for opportunity and your attention. SANDAG would be pleased to provide 
you with any information you might need for your deliberations. 

1. 
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ALLOCATION ASSUMPTIONS 
It is composed of 
million for regional 
recemtv enacted gasoline 
could be justified 
however, it is felt that funding the entire shortfall 
for illustrative purposes, staff has included three 
po1:enua1 impact fee funding for transportation ranging from $500 
justice facilities costs assumed for impact fee funding ($169 
assumptions: 
tax is not upheld by the courts. The appeals court recently 
tax. However, the case might be heard by the California 
2. The $169 million allocated to a fee is based on new development paying for facilities 
at of service. 
amount for regional parks/open space ($274.7 million) is based 
facilities for new development at existing levels of service . 
........... , .. ...,,.. costs for health facilities have been divided between facilities for new 
identified for funding with a regional impact fee, and existing 
which would require another funding source. The facility costs 
are based on existing levels of service. 
Libraries and Animal Control 
...... '"'"""''"' costs for libraries and animal control are allocated to the Other Funding 
allocation is proposed because of the more local nature of these 
are separate library systems and six separate animal control 
a regional fee could theoretically be calculated for these facilities, 
are operated by a number of jurisdictions, and have varying levels of 
such a calculation, and the potential implementation of fees difficult. 

• stratts, 
being released this week at an an-
su:riPrvis:ors in Anaheim and ob-
is the latest and perhaps 
to dale of the continuing fiscal 
r,lifr•mi»'< 58 counties. 
1 The foundation is a research arm of !he County Super-
Association of California and is publicly and pri-
other things, for transfer· 
courts welfare administration to 
the counties more taxing authority, clos-
and revising how counties and cities 
See COurirJms, page Al3 
Counties: Tax. revolt is coming -40tn6lttr~roost 
place without voter approval, yet some counties· . · County setvice:t~vel~ are :~t:eady: suffering, 
will need emergency assistance long before the · Simpsqn said.· F,or-.~ple;·~edAc~qnty's 
next statewide election in June 1992. public hospital rumil;away'as' many· aS 250 emet· 
.. The st11te may have to bail out some counties-in gencies· a' month an(f there is:•a 10-weejf~·tor 
the meantime, they said. ·.admission to Fresno Coi,lnty's juvenile biill.'~ itt'· ;~i· 
naive that 
the kinds of health 
tion and other services 
kinds of restrictions on them. ,, 
Simpson said the counties exist in general to ~e-
liver state services through the courts the 
welfare offices and the health 
the state has reduced money they get while 
giving them more res:pmlsitlilities. 
Butte has 
bankruptcy, others such as 
and Trinity are slipping, he said. 
"Next or sooner 
- additional Cali may be a Butte 
County condition," Si Jung warned. 
Unfortunately, the rch pair said, needed 
fundamental reforms often cannot be put into 
Their.report, "California Counties on the Fiscal '· Mendocino County,'vttent so far as to mortgage 
" comes as state revenues are lagging be· its courtllo)lSe to-~e:!!rifis meet, and'other coun~ • 
hind projections because of the softening • ties have .impOsed l!irirlgl(freezes, layoffs, service 
economy and rising oil prices. reductions .and other eost savings, Simpson' said~,": 
. Gov. Deukmejian and the Legislature already · · ' "The syste · · ·· , you can't hav-e effi• 
approved program cutbacks and raised some reve- . ciencies noting· that the. state: 
nues to meet a $3.6 billion budget shortfall for the could p regriant women 
current fiscal year, but two weeks ago, Deukmeji- ' for nine monthsifor:$60Qi~~tnpared to $2,500 a 
an said an additional $1 billion in cutbacks and daytocare'forone.extrem;elyprematurebaby. · 
is immediately needed. Drug treatment for an addicted mother for nine· 
shortfall could translate into as much as a months might cost the state $5,000,· he said, but 
. $4 billion gap oetween state expenditures and rev- that should be compared to the $30,000 it costs to 
enue in the 1991-92 fiscal year that begins July 1, care for her drug-exposed baby for 20 days. 
when Wilson's first state budget will take effect. Simpson and Jung said that various initiatives 
"We are undoubtedly heading into the worst and have cost state .and local governments a total of 
most unprecedented fiscal situation the state has $150 billion since 1978. Proposition 13 alone cut 
ever faced," Simpson said. "We need unprecedent· counties' property-tax revenue in half and left 
ed solutions. We need to look at all the options." them dependent on state government, they said. 
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From: California Counties Foundation 
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Summaries of this report are also available for $3.00 each (tax and postage included) 
Quantity discounts are available. 
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legislation which expressly permits "tax sharing", however, 
to position on this It is even more 
pv.:•A'"''-'U on proposal if no other 
tax state. 
negotiating a share of 
'"'""'""''"""' may not be 
oei1m1rerv occurring not seem to be 
question on the rebound is: What will 
this heading do not really lend themselves to a formal city response. 
can support a stable revenue source for county programs. The lack of a stable 
counties is one main focal point of contention between cities and counties 
..,. ............... , and resources devoted to nonproductive activity. There are 
revenue optio~ many of which were on the bargaining table during 
is more appropriate for counties to indicate the preferential 
It is also more appropriate for counties to indicate which county programs be administered 
entirely by the state. 
u .............. ,VAA Act funding questio~ it may be more appropriate to approach the "open 
Preservation" issue from another direction. The League discussed and 
may be some merit in the "urban boundary" concept found in the Presley 
legislation year (SB 1332). This may be more effective and less costly than the increase 
in Williamson Act funding. 
Stabilization Act, we would defer to the county judgement on the 
A"'-""'"'AA"""-ll£-.... u.,,.u for the county fiscal dilemma. 
the League would indicate support for the concept of the state 
works spending with the state's economic and environmental goals. 
rG>rnn•r..,./'1 its opposition from SB 1332 last session after the final set of amendments 
dying hours of the session. In that legislation was a provision to grant a 
seeking funding from a state bond program if the community was 
program. The provisions which make a preference system more 
to future programs and it does not try to link significantly different 
to an approved housing element. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
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""JI.£''""U'""V'""' llln''rnV1rn U!'"'"''" California is experiencing in urban areas has produced 
mt~err1e1atea vu•1u ... policy issues. The voters frequently express 
urban deteriorating public services. 
rule 
decision~ making. 
with local government, must seriously consider the modification 
cities and counties authority to address the public's 
of the quality California. Strong 
accommodate these goals. Any legislation adopted on this issue 
diversity cities and acknowledge the need for flexibility. 
sugJ2:eStiOlllS contained in this paper are intended to serve as policy positions to place 
the Governor and local government in dealing with this most 
of growth management as used in this 
mann,r~>m'Pnc is mitigation of the impacts of growth in order to 
ma,mtnin the quality life in the community. 
governments (i.e., and special districts) 
determining the structure of a planning process to address 
vv••~u...., of California. A local approach to regionalism does not 
mean a new layer of government. Each should retain the option 
·"'~,,. .. ,.. a management strategy which the needs and 
local community. 

commitment to provide 
affordable 
~·-"'U4 ... the 
efforts to 
for its role 
invited to 
up-to-date 
community's future. 
remain as a basic tool for 
into account the cumulative 
is the 
to identify all of the 
revenue methods of 
nntnernernatton scniecuie should be developed by all local 
management plan or a 
including defining 
facilities and service~ 
.u .. ,u .. ,..,u, ......... ,.., and improvement of 

1. 
oo<,rOJlna1teo .,. .... ,, ......... & ...... ., ... ,, ... take place 
jurisdictions. 
locally elected 
mer-ccJUilifY aJ~en•ctes ........ ..u-.. be permitted, as an 
of growth 
planning activities 
vAJ.;nu•.;=; single purpose inter-
peima~elllt or ad~hoc 
or growth problem. 
existing inter-county 
be governed 
state 
to accomplish 
a growth 
;:,uu•uJtu consider the 

I 
reason 
the California 
today. The 
and civic 
1 social and 
l's appreciation 
in your study and our 
on these issues in the 
your staffs' 
has read extensively 
is one of the 
all its 
a discussion 
for 
But at 
we have 
prevented the 
what many 
a decline in 
by the 
of our new 
are being produced by developer 
greatly scale backed -- no 
fees. But growth is not 
slow down because population 
people who the expensive houses 

When 
7 -
revenue sharing 
Numerous 
ity of public 
disparity in the 
disparity 
of new development greater 
core, to a social division between 
to inflated home values. Hence one 
infrastructure finance plan to address may 
ities standards and fees among 
To public facilities investment is 
critical 
1. continue. Quality of 
absence of investment 
2. The productivity and competitiveness of our 
economy depends on adequate investment in public 
3. term solution to the crisis in state 
reforms. 
government finance will require this 
economic productivity, among other 
4. Good land use planning requires an adequate 
public facilities. 
5. over revenue-sharing and inappropriate 
will largely disappear if a system 
ities finance involving state, 
, and local entities, is developed. 
Toward A Facilities Investment Plan 
started from a position of supporting a radical 
and approach to this problem. For this reason we 
conceptual supported SB 2391 and SCA 51. We are also 
realistic. In the face of the other weighty problems on the 
Governor's 's plate for this session, we 
recognize a radical change may be improbable. The 
most important is to get an effective program 
underway. In sense it is likely more useful to develop 
incremental reforms that can be accomplished based upon the 
existing of government rather than waiting until a new 
structure, envisioned by SB 2391, can be designed. 
and 
subventions. 
provided 
objective 
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on a 
legislation 
to 
might 
provide 
a regional 
consistent with state growth 
revenues to the regional plan. 
or state 
If this concept of a 
fee authority, 
Ultimately one 
fees across the region. 
seems radical, I call to 
has already approved such a that 
the purpose of building toll roads in 
and Governor should focus on the 
cris shortfall. $1.6 billion in 
bonds is already gone, even though they 
haven't yet been sold, and there is still a $5 billion backlog 
in needed ities, a need that is growing. Enrollment growth 
has jumped from 160,000 per year to 200,000 per year. There is 
general agreement that education is essential both to quality of 
life and productivity. Hence we ieve that school 
facil need that requires immediate and 
focused in 
1989. 
dramatic 
problems It 
that Cali 
invest 
intimidating, we ieve it is 
1 begin the long road back to a 
in publ facilities and result 
in many of the state's fficult 
send a message to the private sector 
going to continue to be a good place to 
We the capability and knowledge exists in the new 
Legislature and new Administration to begin this process. To 
recall the "If not now when, if not us who?" 
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""''-''ll""' road capacity and the 
production." unpub-
___, capfcaCaruf growtil: 
and evidence. National ButeaU of Eco-
K~:::;,m;;n. Working Paper, No. 3173 . 
.. Inventive in 
•--~ .... ~"~' Am.enc:a: Evidence from paten1 
"''""' ,...,_•• Joumal of Economic 
813-850. 
and 
and, 
gives 
vestment 
economy. 
United 
servic· 
more on interest pay-
Rather than 
about the 
cia at 
the Federal Reserve Bank of Bos-
ton. "But even more is 
what the government its 
schools 
waste-treatment facilities. 
Such public known col-
lectively as the "infra· 
structure," serve base on 
which most economic ac-
takes 
Factories and offices 
erate better if the roads are 
the trains run on time 
schools do their The 
is that the States is 
in seemingly endless turmoil 
the deficit while its infra-
structure crumbles. 
Potholes may seem a mere 
noyance to most commuters; 
are serious business in "''"''"'"'JU!H.: 
circles. 
gains. 
ment. 
spending 
States is 
interest on the national debt, 
nas nesrly doubled during 
years.· Interest now · 
cents of every 
- nearly 
domestic pro-
interest 
for the 
the govern· 
hn .... n.,,;~ is thought 
contributor to higher 
borne by private 
consumers. 
ad-
vanced countries either keep their. 
balanced or maintain ade-
to finance 
say that al· 
policymakers 
deficit, they 
assume that fix-
have to 
govern-
52 
I 
~ . I Some of his commuters actually plan to 
'No wa~ I I ~·move to even farther reaches of the boom-
Mr. Av'1~a ··docks. Laura Tesch. for instance. is an em-
it s . p!oyee-benefits specialist at Chevron Corp. 
: She and her husband are moving from 
, ·Contra Costa County northward to Fair· 
Jie!d, in Solano County, a l'Aa hour trip 
.·each way. ·"It's a long day, but we really 
-:can't afford anything in Concord that's 
·halfway decent." Mrs. Tesch says. The av-
home price 1n Contra Costa is S213,-
wh!le houses In Solano County 
In Francisco, the av· 
Slnl!'ie-·tarllliv house sells for more 
than 
Certain Symptoms .. 
Psychiatrist Daniel Amen sees In the 
families he counsels and mental 
deterioration, 
chronic headacheS 
Angeles," says Ed Turanchik, a Sierra 
Club who moved to Florida from 
three years ago and In September · . 
"'"''h""'",; one of Tampa's best·kilown (ioli- ' 
tlcians In a county commlsslon. election5L' 
the frustration level remains ~-­
of crowded California, where 3S • 
as 400,000 residents may now -be 
· Hillsborough County Cit~ ' 
·. izens complaining, but moStlY· 
· tiuiy're. ,staying put. Indeed, provtsiorul'o( 
·.the toughest statewide planning act any~! 
where, Florida's Growth Management'.Actr , 
of 1985, are beglnnlng to take hold. PerifiUs:: 
. for cornmercial and residential builrungs ,, 
no. longer· are Issued unless ·adequate · i 
roads/ utilities, police and fire protection. ! 
. are'comlng online at the same time.;;?,t~: ' 
, .. · "The days of a developer buying i.200 ·~ ' 
:~:acres: wcl!tzlng iri and getting permits·an(f : 
:·putting· up :!,000 houses are gone," ~:is~T 
Ron Rotell~ executive director of Tampa'{. · 
Westshore l:ius!ness district, Florida's larg:·,:. 
est commercial arid office . developmenu·~ 
··.. "Growth bas. gotten to be a four-letter> 
word," he says:··~rhere's a sense out there\ 
that if we don't get "control of growth, tlie' 
quality of life ·wm·l:ie 'liiined for ever}i::" 
body* .... -~:. .~\:.:}~~;:;~~;q.· -~'- >-·.: .. ti$£! .. 
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CALIFORNIA INCOME AND SPENDING 
1979-2000 
Per Capita 
Income 
($) 
,758 
18,867 
22,388 
(1988$) 
Total Personal 
Income 
($ Billions) 
389.7 
534.2 
780.2 
Average Annual Growth Rate 
(Percent) 
1.3 
1.4 
3.6 
3.2 
Taxable 
Sales 
($ Billions) 
209.6 
251.1 
355.9 
2.0 
2.9 
Personal Income ($ Billions) 
Alternative Productivity Assumptions 
Productivity Gains 
Similar to 1980's 
Increase in Gains 
Breakthrough in Gains 
Total Income 
730.2 
780.2 
840.2 
Continuing Study of the California 
and 
5 
GROWTH; BUT AT WHAT " 
SENATE COMMITTEE 
on 
ional 
COMMITTEE 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
concern 
ect. I wish to 
stimulating staff 
spent many hours of research 
I appreciate the 
moments and express some ideas as viewed 
's 
not 
f 
creates j 
has not 
in. Growth is 
and economic 
thankful that zens. We can 1 be 
We should be 
200,000 new jobs 
benefits 
want to live 
s exists. Our 
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concern must be for the continued economic growth of the 
State. 
Statistics show that the annual rate of growth, within our 
I remained fairly static from the 1950's to our current 
time. 
1950-1959 
196 69 
70-1979 
60-1989 
Average Annual Housing Units Constructed 
206,476 
199,340 
215,677 
206,590 
above information is surprising, but when we average out 
the lean years due to economic depressions and the good years due 
to a strong economy, we find ~hat the average growth rate has been 
steady the past 40 years. There has been very little change. 
What has changed dramatically is the method of financing the 
the 
more 
a 
to provide for the inevitable growth and 
that have been placed upon our financing 
The passage of Proposition 13 reduced the amount of 
revenues to fund infrastructure needs service and 
the use of general obligation bonds to finance local 
As a result, many local governments have either used 
financing methods, passed the cost onto developers 
or simply deferred the needed repairs. As a result, 
~~~£~ a serious deterioration of our public facilities and 
in the amount of new facilities being provided. This 
... aA.eu our transportation systems, our water systems, school 
all of the other public facilities needed to support 
economic 
c 
erroneous 
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The result has been that in recent years 
more and more growth restricted policies, 
those pol would the problem. 
s 
growth restrictive policies, however, is to 
and expand the extent of the problem. In recent 
have been performed relating to the impacts of 
ies. Those studies have shown that housing 
prices rise dramatically (University of California at Davis, 1981 
and 1986 Studies; University of California at Berkeley, 1980 
Study). Growth controls cause metropolitan areas to be dispersed, 
leading to a lower standard of living caused by lower real incomes 
and increased commuting. At this Cmqmittee 's own hearing in 
December 1988, testimony was given that ~ recent survey conducted 
by Santa Clara Manufacturing Group cited housing costs and 
traf congestion as the two top issues affecting the business 
climate in the Santa Clara Valley. In that same year the Southern 
California Association of Governments released a study that stated 
that traffic congestion costs the Los Angeles area commuters $5.8 
billion annually in personal and business time delays. The bottom 
line is that ultimately, the economic growth of the community is 
adversely affected when a program of residential growth control is 
sustained over a long period of time. 
tructure funding problem needs to be solved. We 
need to insure a strong economy with continued creation of jobs, 
while at the same enhancing our living environment. 
525 
( ) 
new 
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State Legislature provide the 
and continue to develop the State's 
Local Government Committee for 
providing that leadership. The 
declared, and I am quoting from Section 
: 
a severe shortage of affordable 
of 
is an immediate to 
to facilitate the production of 
provision of supplemental financial 
develop new and adequate 
rehabilitation, maintenance, 
public works essential to 
housing needs of our population. 
affordable housing, this State will 
to attract and retain industry. 
new housing developments have been 
local agencies do not have 
the growing infrastructure 
consequence, local agencies must 
to assume, through new housing 
a significant share of the 
w;u . ..&. ..... u. forces the new home buyers to 
increased costs. This not only 
State's 
(3) 
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decreasing the relative affordability of the 
but causes vitally needed 
impeded, halted, or rendered 
benefits to the public health, 
the primary responsibility to assist 
through the creation of an incentive-
financing program for local 
to provide the incentive to local agencies 
toward facilitating the production of an ample supply of 
necessary both for the well-being of 
our and a strong State economy. 
(4) It is in the public interest and it will serve a 
purpose for the Legislature to provide, through 
, a housing infrastructure incentive policy, and 
with broad flexibility and local options, which 
will provide in cooperation with local agencies, greater 
encouragement to local agencies to expedite the process 
approving needed housing developments. This will 
reassert State's long-range priority connnitment which 
reaffirms that stimulating affordable housing growth, 
economic prosperity, development, and environmental 
protection are Statewide public needs which are not 
and are each vital to the balanced 
development of this State." 
housing construction and economic development 
0 -
:must 
In 
in 
some 
For some 
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,t seem to me that there is enough emphasis placed upon the 
State's environmental quality goals. The goals of the 
State driving force behind all legislation. Every 
to be geared toward the achievement of the 
State's , any proposed solution to financing the 
required infrastructure should be with the idea of creating 
goals. 
I 
to 
governments to achieve the State's economic 
, that the legislature should target State grants and 
communities which share the State's economic and 
environmental quality goals. It has been our experience that 
communities respond better to. the carrot than to the stick. The 
Governmental Affairs Council introduced a few years ago an 
"Infrastructure Incentive Bill", which rewarded those communities 
that promoted growth and economic development and ignored those 
communities which, through their policies, stifled growth and 
economic development. I believe, that this concept should be 
financing 
could be 
There needs to be incentives created for the 
infrastructure. In some cases, even tax incentives 
ized to promote private investment for public 
infrastructure needs. 
The legislature should give local officials more flexibility 
to use existing sources by reducing the voter approval requirement 
for general igation bonds to a majority vote. It is my hope 
that the financing of regional infrastructure facilities can be 
accomplished another layer of regional government. What we 
ma 
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government. What we do need is a 
required infrastructure. It seems that a 
'L.'-''IWL-'-'U. be established, which would provide 
upon an incentive program with the 
incremental tax dollars or real estate 
very strongly about issue of 
are beginning to finance infrastructure 
by tax the 
is one of major reasons for the 
in the State (see Attachment A). Fees 
on a short term basis, but on a long term 
negative economic impacts. Already 
from the State because of the lack of 
burden the new homeowner and 
in our financing structure. The new 
times the amount of taxes for the same 
who purchased his home prior to 
ago, the median priced home was just 
home is approximately $150,000 
disparity in the amount of taxes paid by 
tremendous distortion in social 
continues to expand as new fees are 
Association of Homebuilder's 
, a $3,000 impact fee causes the homebuyer 
,500 more to buy the house as a result of 
- 63 -
f his mortgage. The imposition of fees 
creates to two or fairness questions; (1) the disproportionate 
burden on income households, and ( 2) the "double taxation" of 
new res At a time when only 13% of our citizens can afford 
the median priced home, we must not add to the cost by imposing new 
fees. If anything, limitations should be placed upon local 
governments ability to impose new fees. Imposition of new fees is 
regressive in nature and has long term negative impacts on the 
economic growth of the State. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
In summary, I would recommend that the Legislature do the 
following: 
1) Pass legislation reducing voter approval requirement on 
general obligation bonds to a majority vote. Legislation such 
as ACA 2, SCA 2 or SCA 18 will all have a positive affect on 
continued economic growth. 
2) Establish a bond pooling authority or a revolving loan fund 
to provide financing to local governments based upon 
an incentive program towards achievement of the State's 
economic goals. 
3) If some type of new regional government is created, its 
authority must be tied to the achievement of State economic 
goals. 
4) Pass restricting further local government's 
ability to impose new fees upon the already overburden new 
homebuyer. 
5 
6 
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to coordi.nate i.ts own publi.c works spending 
goals. 
to local governments that assi.st .in the 
the State's economic and environmental 
, for this opportunity to exchange ideas 
subject. Please be assured that the 
stands ready and willing to assist in 
Council 
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THE CALIFORN A FARM BUREAU FEDERATION 
AL GOVERNMENT AND FISCAL AUTHORITIES 
TO THE 
ATE LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 
NOVEMBER 27, 1990 
1s John Gamper, Director of Taxation 
rnia Farm Bureau Federation. Farm Bureau is 
tary, non-governmental farm organization with 
r families. We appreciate the opportunity to 
to our views on regional government and 
e's n reasing interest in growth management 
n , Farm Bureau's House of De legates, 1 as t 
ue and adopted a significant chan in our 
ect. Prior to last year's policy amendment, 
y anti-regional. The key policy statement read: 
implementation must remain primarily a local 
tive of any regional entity." Compelled by 
s in various issue papers from this committee, 
Committee on Planning for California's Growth and 
ject, our new policy is less unequivocal and more 
reads: 
lementation must remain primarily a local 
litan areas cross county lines or where major 
r inextricably link neighboring counties' 
t concept of regional planning may be 
we oppose any effort to authorize taxing or 
r any regional form of government without a two-
cted electorate." 
have come as far as some of the "new 
liked, for an organization that is 
t of local control, this constituted a major 
1 rship took this step because they were 
flexibility in our position. They also wanted 
d coordination between local jurisdictions in 
issues, while specifically going on record 
on of new governmental bureaucracies with new 
ity without a substantial majority vote by 
ot convinced that another layer of government 
d use and infrastructure problems, and we believe 
t ir u an and suburban neighbors would agree. 
evident by voter rejection of the Sacramento 
roposal on t November ballot. Realistically, 
4 2 by Speaker Brown and S.B. 2391 by Senator 
by farmers as being far too radical in their 
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As a conservative organization, it is not surprising that we would prefer 
a more modest approach, or the so-called path of incrementalism as coined 
1n thP committ~e's November 1988 working paper on new reginnc-1lism 
~ n t i t l e d " G t' ow t h , C h n ll g e a n d R e s p o n s e . " W e m u s t r e s p e c t f u l l y b u t s t [' o n g 1 y 
d s r; r· t • w i t h t h o s e w h o c o n t e n ct t h <'l t i t w o u 1 d b e h a r d t• r t o g n r n e 1-
despread public support for this more measured response as compared to 
one sweeping pr pos<:~l that could "capturf' the public's imagination and 
gain political support." Mor·e specifically, we concur with the 
observations of Senator PreslPy, whPn he wrote to us earlier this year, 
in support of his S.B. 1:132--the time is right for reasonable reforms 
that will: 
• "build on existing institutions to better manage growth, rather 
than create new levels of government; 
• safeguard the primary role of local elected officials in guiding 
the growth of their communities; 
• rely on voluntary cooperation between communities, with a process 
to encourage joint action; 
• provide fiscal incentives to communities which agree to plan and 
coordinate growth with their neighbors; and 
• encourage regional agencies to coordinate their own plans for air 
quality, transportation, and housing." 
I would also like to be more specific relative to our concerns about the 
more revolutionary approaches offered by A.B. 4242 and S.B. 2391. First 
and foremost we fear the loss of political accountability and local 
control. There is a very real concern that one of the ulterior motives 
of the proponents of new regional governments is to remove responsible 
government a 1 decision-makers out of reach of the e lee t orate. Those 
rallying around the anti-NIMBY battle cry are a case-in-point. They are 
essentially saying, "we can't let local officials make these land use 
decisions on 1 oca 11 y undes i rab 1 e 1 and uses ( LULUs) because they can't 
stand up to the constituent pressure." The advocates representing the 
LULU's interest groups think they have found the solution: just create 
huge regional districts where individuals' concerns about their 
neighborhood, community or county can be squashed by the sheer weight of 
the geographical and population dynamics of the region, or as in the case 
of S.B. 2391 simply provide the alternative of having a non-elected board 
and make the decision-makers untouchablP.. 
We still believe that in order to work well, essential land-use planning 
functions need to remain closest to the people who must live with the 
decisions. The foundation of our Planning and Zoning Law is public input. 
This is not just for window-dressing. Individual citizens should have 
valued input into what their community is going to be like. 
There is also a very strong fear in our organization that political 
gamesmanship and/or powerful special interest groups will exert too much 
influence over the regional decision-making process. Farmers and ranchers 
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ed in the b st of c rcumstan es and we 
e o our r ral areas should these all powerful 
backs on agriculture. 
taxing authorities, the virtually all-
rity as proposed by S.B. 2391 could have 
f r our ndustry. The idea of new or higher 
op rty the sales and use of tangible personal 
oposed water consumption taxes and further 
tax sta rs the imagination. It is not 
bu 1 ding and deve 1 opmen t community would 
ey would benefit in a variety of ways. Not 
base" and reduce the necessity for 
r owth-serving lie works projects, there 
f hel ing to tax food producers off their land 
on to non-a icultura1 uses. 
p~sitive and cost e tive to slow the 
pro ctive ing regions in the world, then 
conomic environment for farmers and ranchers. 
a t and incentives for them to remain in the 
ion. We believe that measures such as S.B. 2391, 
.A 2, and S.B. 2557 will take us in the opposite 
e comment briefly on S.B. 2557 since it was 
g paper. We believe that the manner in which 
s the legislative process at its worst, 
t w nning side. 
cts and special districts are crying foul 
repealed because they believe the criminal 
t inistration are too onerous. Well, 
in the legislative process. The new 
t in January, allowing counties to 
ility user taxes could have very serious 
ers. Allowing counties to essentially 
i l i t i es on the b s of t he i r 
s qu te frankly a public policy nightmare 
ounty supervisors decide to impose these 
common sense and not tax their farmers and 
land speculators and developers. 
hink it is outrageous for the teague of 
t count i e s ' new fee author i t y w h i 1 e 
counties' new taxing authority." They are 
counties, residents pick-up the tab for the 
re provided to their citizens, but 
t help. It is simply unfair and we 
with our perspective. 
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In closing, I would like to stress that Farm Bureau wants very much to 
continue its participation in working toward the growth management and 
fis,·nl soluf ions !hal this stat.~ so dPsperat€']y neE•ds. Under the new 
l ~-'ad e r· s hi p of (; n v t' t' tJ or·- e 1 e c t W i l son , we are confident that the p r· ope r· 
r ' l t • n f l ll , · ~- !; d t" , ~- e g i o n a 1 , s u h r · r~ ~ i ' H1 " l a n d 1 o c :1 l g o v e r n m e n t s 1 n I h P s f' 
c· t c <1 l a r P as w 1 l l b e s o r· t e d o u t. We r· em a i n c om m i t t e d t o t h e c o n s P n s u s -
u i 1 d i 11 g a p p r· o <H · h t h a t i s v i t a ] t u n· s o l v i n g l h e s e i s s u e s . 
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PAYING FOR GROWTH: BUT AT WHAT PRICE? 
1990 
relating 30 
regional 
version, 
elopment issues. 
, seven 
study, and 12 
Government Committee followed 
growth management topics, including 
and organization, agricultural land con-
housing, general plans, and other dev-
Of the total, 10 died in committees or 
led key votes, one was sent to interim 
six were vetoed and 
A briefly describes 
the Legislature. Of those that passed, 
six became law. The summary in Appendix 
the bills and their status. 
The most controversial of these bills looked at new forms of 
regional governance and new planning requirements: Assembly 
Bill 4242 (W. Brown) and Senate Bill 1332 (Presley). Both 
bills failed passage in the Legislature. Critics charged 
that these bills neglected the fundamental issue of the "fis-
calization of land use." They called for reform, but acknow-
leged there are no easy solutions. 
Likewise, the Senate Local Government Committee defeated 
three bi because they failed to address the underlying 
problem of how to equitably pay for the public facilities 
that new growth spawns: Senate Bill 1771 (Davis), Assembly 
Bill 2460 (Hannigan), and Assembly Bill 4225 (Cannella). 
To thoroughly explore these fiscal issues, the Senate Local 
Government Committee voted on May 9, 1990 to hear the subject 
matter of Senator Dan McCorquodale's senate Bill 2391 and 
Senate constitutional Amendment 51 in a special hearing dur-
ing the Legislature's interim recess. These bills authorize 
the creation of two regional fiscal authorities in the nine-
county Bay area and in the seven-county Southern California 
region to raise revenue for new public facilities needed be-
cause of growth. 
In preparation for the hearing on Tuesday afternoon, November 
27 in Anaheim, this background staff report discusses policy 
choices the Legislature has in reducing the problems associ-
ated with the fiscalization of land use. In particular, the 
paper looks at policy choices the Legislature has in creating 
regional fiscal authorities to finance regional facilities. 
THE FISCALIZATION OF LAND USE: PROGRESS STILL NEEDED 
Since the passage of Proposition 13, the Legislature has seen 
the competition for land uses that generate tax revenues ac-
celerate in frequency and intensity. Local officials' land 
use decisions are increasingly driven by concerns for new 
revenues, leading to what some policy pundits call the "fis-
calization use." While the competitors can be neigh-
- 73 -
frequently the race is between a city and 
is located. These forces threaten to 
cooperation. They pit communities 
in a struggle to approve only fiscally 
and to shun land uses which do not produce 
revenue, such as affordable housing. 
The f of land use also makes it more difficult to 
revenue from a broad base; that is, throughout an en-
• In fact, California's legal and fiscal 
encourages local officials to pass the costs of new 
new services onto builders and homebuyers, 
developer fees. over time, wealthier 
be able to attract additional investment and 
more easily than poorer communities which may 
to for the funds they need. This will 
disparities between the haves and have-nots. 
on local tax rates, reassessments, and 
constrain local flexibility. State law which 
tax and property tax revenues for new dev-
the basis of situs only intensifies the con-
, state law encourages redevelopment agen-
use property tax increment revenue, city annexations 
producing areas, and incorporation of suburban commun-
ities as new cities. These activities only accelerate the 
competition. 
history from 1988 to present. In response to these 
Senate Local Government Committee held a series 
throughout the state on growth management in 
workshops culminated in a December 1988 interim 
Committee members found that the problems of 
public services extend beyond the boun-
community. 
To diminish the negative effects 
land use, the Chairmen of the 
Local Government Committees introduced a 
remove obstacles in state law to local 
Bill 968 (Bergeson) and Senate 
19 (Bergeson) as well as Assembly 
, Assembly Bill 2205 (Cortese), Assembly 
Amendment 38 (Cortese). 
bearing in 1989. Because of fierce opposition 
from cities, the two Local Government Comm-
hearing last fall. At the hearing, 
cities and counties responded that the 
expand county revenue sources, not to re-
revenues. Others described the solution as 
a fundamental restructuring of local finance. 
The 
place 
lie 
bill 
1980-89 
libraries 
that 
sound 
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to sharing any revenues which could 
state programs counties must carry 
or annex-
during the 
new proposal 
in its first comm-
1990). 1 proposed a me-
disputes on the exchange of 
annexation. The author chose not 
Senate Local Government Committee, 
counties could not reach agree-
counties new general revenues this 
taxes. In response to the state's own 
measure permits counties to charge cities, 
, and schools for property tax adminis-
It also permits counties to 
utility users taxes in unincorpor-
, 1990). The other measure permits 
an additional sales tax for general 
voter approval (AB 3670, Farr, 1990). 
But cities strongly object to Senate 
view as an unfair shift in their rev-
state budget cuts in county programs. 
Cities is expected to seek the re-
the next legislative session. At the 
to voice its support for a 
cities and counties The debate 
of land use has become interwoven with 
finance, making the resolution of each 
To balance the fiscal pressures local 
Legislature has taken remedial steps to 
issues before the voters to create pub-
local infrastructure. Voters approved $12 
for local public facilities between 
schools, jails, parks, water facilities, housing, 
and transportation. Some policy experts caution 
on general obligation bonds is not 
since debt service must be paid from 
revenues. Six more items worth another 
voted on this November for comparable 
approved only $800 million in school 
The defeat of these other measures makes 
pay for public facilities even more 
• 
• 
• 
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local governments a variety of 
pay public works, which will be 
in the paper. But these tools are 
regional facilities which serve 
response, some counties are also 
fees countywide. Three examples 
this paper. 
financing options cannot 
The disengagement of the 
financing improvements 
development has left a significant 
scale public works remains a 
2391 and Senate Constitutional 
that gap. 
has looked at the problem of re-
land use, securing stable local 
growth as separate, unrelated 
heightened awareness that these topics 
or challenge facing the Legislature 
tackle next? 
the underlying problems of 
use choices more fiscally neu-
any solution will be short-lived 
policy with incentives for better 
congestion management plans which make 
lars contingent on compliance with 
think the Legislature should 
related issues throughout a region 
a specific topic. Policy 
to the underlying problem of 
use fall into four categories: 
works 
finance has become a zero-sum 
one agency gains, another loses. 
equation makes it hard for local 
battles for the revenues that result 
Legislature implemented Proposi-
method" to allocate property tax 
only to those communities where 
, sales tax revenues are also 
method. The revenue stays where the 
the consumer lives or works. 
RELY 
- 76 -· 
tax base 
California. 
approval in 
has pre-
Bergeson and 
restriction 
icated. 
," state statutes 
problems and 
subject of the 
hearing last 
LEGISLATURE CONTINUE TO 
ALLOCATING PROPERTY TAX REVENUES? 
LEGISLATURE TRY AGAIN TO EASE THE CONSTITU-
RESTRICTIONS WHICH PREVENT CITIES AND 
THEIR SALES TAX REVENUES? 
LEGISLATURE ALLOW CITIES, COUNTIES, AND 
SPECIAL DISTRICTS TO NEGOTIATE THE EXCHANGE OF REVENUES IN 
• 
TAX WHEN THEY DISCUSS ANNEXATIONS 
Proposition 13 
use choices and 
to their 1975 levels . 
land use decisions. 
to their 1975 levels not only 
also lowered landowners' hold-
no longer carries an assessed 
development potential. Elimin-
restricting new assessments 
new construction encourages lo-
to generate new revenues. 
the underlying 
rules. If 
and the Legislature 
allocation scheme. 
Property Tax Equity and Revenue 
on Property Tax and Local 
the Legislature's 
At 
- 77 -
facing counties, partie-
known. With many expenditure 
, counties continue to face 
County came perilously close 
year before the Legislature pro-
counties may not be far be-
Committee's interim hearing in 
Committee members that finding a 
counties would do much to alleviate 
and other local governments 
the legacy of California's 
unlikely that the voters and the 
a new revenue stream to coun-
, the state may want any 
problems. 
realignment of counties' 
also necessary, par-
services. If past history is a 
alternative will also require 
concentr legislative leadership and 
ways the Legislature can 
• fiscal woes while a longer-
subventions to compensate 
from lower property taxes 
agricultural lands. This year, 
proposed a $24 million increase in 
bill died in the Senate Appropri-
Revenue Stabilization Act 
having to spend more of their 
health and welfare pro-
mandates or streamline the 
paying local officials 
SHOULD THE LEGISLATURE PROVIDE 
SOURCE? IF SO, WHICH ONE? 
LEGISLATu~E TAKE OVER THE FINANCING AND 
COUNTY PROGRAMS? 
8 -
LEGISLATURE INCREASE WILLIAMSON ACT 
FULLY FUND THE COUNTY REVENUE 
LEGISLATURE CREATE RELIEF FROM UNFUNDED 
responded to the 
works dollars pri-
bond issues and by expanding 
local officials. But how to pay for 
serve more than community or an 
a major problem. The next two sections 
the problems with existing revenue 
are available to local officials. 
own role in funding local infra-
This year the Legisla-
Finance project the state's 
the 10 years and update it 
Beverly, 1990). But there still is no 
state spending on public works, the 
development and environmental quality 
use policies. Some policy experts 
target future spending to em-
and environmental quality 
effective use of limited public works 
POLICY QUESTIONS: SHOULD THE LEGISLATURE REQUIRE THE 
TO COORDINATE ITS OWN PUBLIC WORKS SPENDING WITH STATE 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY GOALS? 
LEGISLATURE TARGET STATE GRANTS AND LOANS TO 
THE STATE'S ECONOMIC AND ENVIRON-
PAYING FOR GROWTH IN CALIFORNIA: WHAT'S NEXT? 
Legislature has been faced with 
funding public works, but diminished 
, has repeatedly chosen to expand 
officials to raise their own capital 
Key examples include: 
community facilities 
facilities 2/3 voter 
• 19 
- 79 -
obligation bond authority 
Cortese, 1984). 
pooling to lower debt 
1 1985). 
(AB 1440 I 
4290, Bronzan, 1988), for 
, Hauser, 1988), and for park 
1 1990) . 
developer 
to a maxi-
Stirling, 
(AB 1600, Cortese, 
to create separate author-
cent tax for transpor-
approval (SB 142, Deddeh, 
Humboldt, Los Angeles, 
Diego, san Joaquin, 
to impose a 
justice facilities upon 
2505, ing, 1987; SB 2745, 
Hauser, 1989). 
separate author-
sales tax for gen-
(AB 999, Farr, 
create infra-
public facilities of 
tax increment 
for neighborhood scale 
, and special taxes) 
, special taxes, 
public works like 
a major fiscal 
are an appropriate funding source 
more than one community, but 
difficult to 
impedes the 
develop-
revenues for 
, despite the 
County's 
Many tax 
taxes, which 
no vote, are an 
pursuing (Stanislaus, San 
requirements of a 
the fee and the facilities, 
pay for new development's share of a 
service levels. Paying for exist-
new growth causes must be financed 
agreement that all these financing 
to meet the growing demand for public 
consensus about what to do about 
measures have proposed in 
most far-reaching bill focused on more 
one type facility: transportation (SCA 
In June 1990, voters approved this con-
to gas tax revenues and to link 
preparation of local Con-
471, Katz, 1989). 
extended the authorization of a 
counties for general purposes 
to the 2/3 vote 
bonds to a majority vote 
2, O'Connell, 1989). Senator 
proposed new regional revenues to pay 
in his SB 2391 and SCA 51. 
should play in for regional 
who should and how much 
To answer these questions in-
re-
devel-
and 
facilities 
dedicated to a 
are not re-
Landowners 
usually to 
required. 
bene-
the 
Examples 
fees, and 
on higher 
dampen the 
, retain 
labor 
advantage or 
hindering 
, local off-
mainten-
fees cannot 
2 
com-
gain above 
Going for the 
land use 
agricu-
efficient 
new residents 
to wind-
are assur-
use with-
pay not 
off the 
1 us that most 
just a single 
use has made the 
more difficult. 
will achieve little 
plan for growth 
publ works that is 
creation of regional tis-
than one county could help 
economic pros-
more equitably 
among the reg-
depends on the 
role of 
use decisions as well as 
, and what role 
region must 
enough in gov-
balance the con-
in ways that 
should be res-
than a 
the power of 
problems. 
to the 
proposes 
new revenue sources, 
ities or link 
1 1990). The other 
at countywide 
FUNDING 
A 
, 
levying 
it 
each one 
itself. 
areas. 
agreement 
how to hal-
interest of 
within the 
City agreed to 
tax revenue to 
year, the 
to the County 
City agreed to collect its 
This fee is in addition to 
on new development. 
ini-

was 
was elected 
a bill 
fiscal in-
led to a study 
(SANDAG) sponsored 
lities. Soon 
County approved Proposition 
planning and growth management 
growth management plan. The SANDAG 
now serves as the regional board and has 
to prepare a Regional Facilities 
the same consultant who assisted Stan-
Associates. SANDAG's staff 
conservatively fore-
and operating 
, 
course 
which SAN-
appointed a 
work of 
Committee di-
a regional dev-
that have 
.1 
leaving 
The 
the un-
, reg-
districts. 
from 
control, 
(These faci-
the greatest 
analysis 
Yolo County anticipates that new county-
levied in its four cities, beginning in 
1991. The County has directed the consulting firm of 
Kuebelbeck to design the fee program. No decisions 
about which facilities the fees will pay for 
be. A major factor motivating the 
proposal is the loss of revenues from 
has told the cities it will oppose 
unless they support the countywide fee. 
LOCAL OFFICIALS NEED ADDITIONAL 
FEES? ON A COUNTYWIDE BASIS? 
* * * 
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"THE FINAL SCORECARD" 
GROWTH MANAGEMENT LEGISLATION IN 1990 
During 1990, the Committee followed 30 bills relating to 
topics. Other observers may have tracked 
more bills, depending on how they defined growth issues. 
Governor Deukmejian has now acted on all of the bills which 
the Legislature placed on his desk. Only six of the 30 
growth management bills will become law. 
What became of the 30 growth management bills? 
10 died in committees or elsewhere. 
7 failed key votes. 
1 was assigned to interim study. 
12 passed, but 6 were vetoed and 6 were signed. 
REGIONAL PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION BILLS 
senate Bill 969 (Bergeson) restructures the Southern Califor-
nia Association of Governments to allow greater autonomy for 
county-level planning agreements. Status: Died in the Assem-
bly Local Committee. 
Senate Bill 1332 (Presley) enacts the Subregional Planning 
Act, al officials to create new subregional agen-
cies that will prepare plans and attract state grant funds. 
Status: Died on call on the Senate Floor on August 31. 
Senate Bill 1770 (McCorquodale) creates the San Joaquin Val-
ley Air Management District in place of eight separ-
ate a control districts. Status: Vetoed by the 
Governor. 
senate 1 1850 (Torres) creates the Southern California 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission with the power to re-
view general plans of six counties and the cities in them for 
consistency with the regional plan. Status: Failed in the 
Senate Transportation Committee on April 17. 
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Senate Bill 2113 (Doolittle) exempts three small cities from 
proposed consolidation of Sacramento City-County. Status: 
Signed by the Governor, Chapter 490, Statutes of 1990. 
senate Bill 2391 and Senate constitutional Amendment 51 
(McCorquodale) authorizes two new regional fiscal authorities 
which can levy new taxes and fees to pay for public works 
ects. Status: Senate Local Government Committee sent to 
Interim Study; hearing set for November 27 in Anaheim. 
Bill 1512 (Farr) appropriates $6.1 million to the 
Governor's Planning and Research to support match-
county and regional study groups. Status: 
senate Appropriations Committee. 
(Farr) reorganizes the Office of Planning 
into: (1) a Governor's Office of Research and 
Agency responsible for a comprehensive state 
planning report. Status: Failed in the Assembly Ways and 
Means Committee on June 13. 
4242 (W. Brown) creates seven regional develop-
infrastructure agencies to supersede LAFCOs, APCDs, 
regional water quality control boards, and regional transpor-
planning agencies. Status: Died in the Assembly Local 
Government Committee. 
a 
Governor. 
AGRICULTURAL LAND CONSERVATION 
11 2363 (Nielsen) revises and increases in two tiers 
subventions to counties for Williamson Act lands. 
the Senate Appropriations Committee. 
creates the Agricultural Land Con-
at a statewide election. 
Local Government Committee. 
1979 (Areias) requires environmental impact 
conversion of agricultural land, based on 
or statewide threshold. Status: Vetoed by the 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
727 (L. Greene) requires cities and counties to 
examine jobs-housing balance issues in their general plans' 
ing elements. status: vetoed by the Governor. 
2011 (L. Greene) requires the approval of af-
housing under certain circumstances. Status: Signed 
by the Governor, Chapter 1439, Statutes of 1990. 
Assembly 
nonattainment 
general 
Committee. 
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(Bergeson) strengthens the review of local 
allocation of housing. 
1440, Statutes of 
requires the Department of Hous-
to prepare an advisory guide-
issues. Status: Signed by the 
Statutes of 1990. 
GENERAL PLANS 
(Boatwright) revises the requirements for 
to refer their proposed general plan 
to each other. Status: Died in 
(Eastin) revises the contents of the circu-
it into a transportation element. 
the Senate Appropriations Committee. 
2203 (Cortese) requires cities and counties in 
areas to adopt air quality elements in their 
Status: Died in the senate Appropriations 
540 (Wright) improves city and county planning 
procedures school sites, capital improvements, and CEQA 
review. Status: Vetoed by the Governor. 
Assembly Bill 
Grant Program 
encourage 
sues within 
sembly 
3297 (Bates) creates a Dependent Care Planning 
the Office of Planning and Research to 
and counties to include dependent care is-
general plans. Status: Failed on the As-
on June 13. 
Assembly Bi 3429 (Clute) allows cities and counties to 
include school sites, recreation sites, and child day care 
facil land use elements. Status: Failed in the 
Senate Local Government Committee on July 5. 
Assembly 3590 (Farr) defines and sets standards for geo-
graphic and land information systems. Status: Vetoed by the 
Governor. 
OTHER PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT TOPICS 
(Beverly) extends the deadline for finishing 
land use plans until January 1, 1992, 
only. Status: Signed by the Governor, 
of 1990. 
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1771 (Davis) allows cities and counties to deny 
amendments and rezoning based on the lack of 
Failed in the Senate Local Government Com-
mittee on May 9. 
Governor. 
2798 (Beverly) exempts Los Angeles County from 
use planning law. Status: Vetoed by the 
2460 (Hannigan) prohibits cities and counties 
development unless they determine how key pub-
financed. Status: Failed in the Senate Lo-
on June 27. 
3933 (Eaves) restricts land uses near current 
1 airports. Status: Died on the Senate In-
Assembly Bill 5 (Cannella) allows counties to charge 
countywide development fees. status: Failed in the Senate 
Local Government Committee on August 8. 
For 
sons 
65 (Clute) allows an airport land use com-
a comprehensive land use plan on an "airport 
Status: Signed by the Governor, Chapter 563, 
1990. 
WBBRI CAN I GBT COPIES 01 IILL81 
counties subscribe to data services which can 
bills and bill analyses. Your city may 
"CITYLINK," a data service run by the League of 
Your county may use "CSAC-LINC" offered 
Supervisors Association of California. 
planning director, city manager, or county 
more information. 
of your State Senator or Assemblymember is 
with a computer terminal which can print 
analyses written by legislative com-
their offices directly. 
veto message explaining the Governor's rea-
a bill, contact the legislator's office at 
copies of bills are available by writing to: 
Capitol (Room B-32), Sacramento CA 95814. 
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SEHATB 
senator 
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GOVBRKMBHT COMMITTEE 
Berqeson, Chairman 
- Mccorquodale 
Fiscal Authorities 
VERSION: 
SET: 
HEARING: 
FISCAL: 
CONSULTANT: 
04/16/90 
First 
05/09/90 
No 
Detwiler 
Background and Existing Law: 
Unceas population growth and the accompanying demand for 
public facilities leaves most California communities wonder-
ing how to pay for the public works that attract and keep new 
Developer fees and assessments pay for neigh-
public works. Redevelopment, Mello-Roos dis-
pay for community scale public works. 
of the state and federal governments 
from infrastructure financing has left a significant gap. 
There no easy way to pay for reqional scale public works. 
Proposed Law: 
authorizes the creation of two regional tis-
raise revenue to pay for new public im-
A regional fiscal authority can exist in the 
nine-county San Francisco Bay region and in the seven-county 
region. SB 2391 allows a county to se-
if the board of supervisors and a maj-
's voters agree. Another county or a per-
county can join an authority if the author-
a majority of the area's voters agree. 
Formation. SB 2391 provides two ways to form a regional 
fiscal authority. First, city councils and county boards of 
supervisors which represent a majority of the region's popu-
lation can adopt resolutions. An election to seek majority 
voter is possible but not required. Second, petit-
ions s 5% of the region's voters can trigger an elec-
tion an authority. The formation requires majority 
voter 
The 
limit. 
tions 
establish an authority's initial appropriations 
SB 2391, all revenues are considered appropria-
te limitation. 
~~~~~:· Members of a regional fiscal authority's 
serve staggered four-year terms. Members re-
meeting and SB 2391 limits the members to two 
s 
B 
2 
3 
9 
1 
paid 
cannot 
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a month. An authority's administrative costs 
5/100% of its total revenues. 
An authority can have either an appointed or a directly elec-
ted governing board. An appointed board consists of one re-
presentative appointed by each county board of supervisors 
committee in the region. SB 2391 
does not alternate members. A directly elected govern-
ing board nine members who are elected from districts. 
Under SB 2391, an appointed board can convert to a directly 
elected board either through board action or by voter initia-
t 
A regional fiscal authority can levy a 
of 1 cent a gallon throughout its re-
voter approval. The new revenues can only 
• Construction, acquisition, or service costs of re-
transportation systems. 
e Construction, expansion, or maintenance of regionally 
important roads. 
e Construction, expansion, or maintenance of local 
that serve regional needs from outside the 
jurisdiction. 
e Transportation bonds. 
cannot directly own or operate transportation 
and must contract with other agen-
However, an authority can require local agencies to 
land use practices as a condition of receiving 
an authority to levy a development fee to 
traffic from development. The fee cannot 
share of the "unfundable incremental 
caused by new development. The authority 
prepare a plan which analyzes traffic patterns. 
include additions to public transportation sys-
proposed land use changes. The authority's plan 
consistent with the plans of regional transportation 
and air quality boards. The plan must es-
of mitigating traffic increases and identify 
other revenue sources. 
Water Quality. A regional fiscal authority can levy a 
water quality fee as a surcharge on local water and sewer 
, with ority voter approval. The authority can also 
levy a fee on new development. The revenues can only be used 
to acquire or finance water quality projects or facilities. 
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prepare a plan which analyzes the 
on wat:er quality. 
ects or facilities 
financed because their effects ex-
ing The plan 
A regional fis-
a property tax majority voter ap-
levy a 5% surcharge on state income 
approval. An authority may allow 
these as a credit against 
The new revenues can only be used for: 
• , acquisition, or reconstruction of 
leges, state universities, and 
facilities. 
• parks, open space, and regional re-
ilities. 
• Financing local streets, sewers, storm drains, 
, water supply, or other local public works if 
determines that the financing will en-
moderate cost housing near moderate income 
or high density housing near rail transit 
Property Sales Tax Allocations. A regional fiscal 
authority locate up to half of the incremental prop-
erty revenues. An authority may reallocate up to half of 
the tax revenues which are "directly attri-
butable 
The 
existing 
dec is 
encourages 
and if 
prove 
sales 
velop 
tax revenues 
II 
f prepare a plan which studies how the 
allocation system affects land development 
determines that tax allocations 
between jobs and compatible housing 
determines that a reallocation would im-
, the authority may reallocate property and 
The State Board of Equalization must de-
reallocation of property and sales 
SB 2391 does not become ef-
the voters pass an unnamed 
5. 
to 
• 
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Legislative hearings 
sense growth management problems 
just a single city or county. The fiscaliza-
decisions has complicated the financing of 
With the state and federal gov-
to pay for large projects and 
trying to solve their own prob-
of regional infrastructure. Re-
regional solutions. By creating re-
, SB 2391 introduces the possibility 
Legislative interest in growth 
When the Assembly Local 
reviewed Speaker Brown's AB 4242 in Ap-
complained that consolidating regional 
was insufficient. They said that the 
not create regional governments unless it 
of financing regional public works. 
consider whether SB 2391 provides 
found missing in the Speaker's bill. 
2391 focuses on just two parts of 
and Southern California. San Diego 
themselves separate from the six 
counties. The Committee may wish 
2391 to allow a third regional fiscal 
County. Further, the eight-county San 
verge of massive urban development. 
issues will be 
the problems faced by other 
to consider allowing another 
San Joaquin Valley. 
SB 2391 does not name it, 
four constitutional changes 
bill can be effective. SCA 51 
to regional authorities. SCA 51 
to create regional authorities. SCA 
to levy taxes for capital im-
SCA 51 places regional authori-
outside the Gann appropriation 
plans for Committee review of SCA 51. 
to consider whether it should act on 
reviewing SCA 51. 
SB 2391 requires several amendments 
•s intent: 
The bill requires an 
hearing but does not 
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5 lines 6-14). 
a or drop 
appoin-
supervisors 
The common law 
local 
may want to 
governing 
an elected 
board members can 
line 38 to page 7, 
for the Govern-
his or her power. 
can its transportation 
( 10, lines 15-18). However, SB 
authority to issue any bonds. The 
ion. 
An authority prepare its own plan 
transportation revenues. The plans must 
transportation and air quality 
The should also re-
congestion man-
, 1989). 
Before an authority can spend money on 
prepare four plans or studies. Each of 
uses ightly different language. The 
enact a uniform procedure. 
directly own 
it finances (page 10, 
not prohibit an authority from 
facilities, schools, parks, 
Committee should apply 
il ies. 
, not leave 
icials. 
can finance regional re-
1 parks and open 
9-12). Committee should restrict 
regional needs not local pro-
of regional growth. 
That's 
this 
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Public agencies' debt payments are out-
limits required by Article XIIIB of 
Constitution. SB 2391 requires all of an 
expenditures to be counted within its Gann limit 
17-19). The Committee should make the bill 
Constitution. 
An authority's administrative 
5/100 of 1% (page 14, lines 34-36}. 
$1,000,000. The Committee should set 
A county can secede from an authority 
of the county supervisors (page 3, lines 
•s governing board has no control. The 
the authority's board, not the coun-
supervisors, to approve a secession. 
A portion of a county can annex to an 
the permission of the local officials (page 
The Committee should require local offi-
an annexation. 
support and Opposition: (05/03/90) 
Unknown. 
